
 
 
This document provides examples and guidelines for abstracts to be submitted for the 2019 TRB Transportation Planning 
Applications Conference (TRBAppcon).  

All abstracts submitted for Podium-style presentations should describe a transportation planning application using the 
following components: 

 Background to Problem: Describe the transportation planning problem the application addresses 

 Description of Application: Describe the application, and provide enough detail for the reader to understand the 
application purpose, methodology, and outcome 

 Statement on Why Application is Noteworthy: Describe the unique way this application adds knowledge to the 
planning applications community 

 Project Status: Currently Completed, Expected to be Completed by Spring 2019, or Major Milestones to be 
Completed by Spring 2019 (with details) 

There is a 450 word limit for Podium-style Session proposals. Pictures and other graphics are allowed as part of the 
submittal and do not count towards the word limit. Graphics should not be used in order to get around the word limit 
(i.e., no pictures of text that would otherwise be included in the description). 

Workshop / Tutorial / Panel / Discussion / Other Special Sessions have more general guidelines since the TRBAppcon 
Planning Committee is looking for creative suggestions that might not fit a specific template. Please review the 
guidelines at the end of this document for more information. Note that there is a 1000 word limit for Special Session 

proposals.  

If you would like to submit your application for presentation in either a podium session or a workshop/special session, 
please submit two separate abstracts via the submission portal on the conference website (www.trbappcon.org).  

Questions regarding the submittal process should be sent to Peter Bosa, Conference Technical Chair at 
TechChair.AppsConf@gmail.com. 

 

  



 
 

Podium Presentation Abstract Example 1 

Abstract Title 

Modeling Non-Traditional Active Transportation Mode 

Topic 

Active Transportation 

Abstract Background 

In recent years transportation planning, engineering, and policy-making has focused on shorter decision-making cycles, necessitating new analytical 
paradigms that are responsive to smaller changes and that can be used in the shorter planning cycle.  This presentation describes how Lake City, a 
mid-sized city with modest resources, used its existing tools combined with a plethora of data to develop a replicable analytical quick-response tool 
for smaller, but more frequent policy and investment decisions. 

Description of Abstract 

This presentation describes an analytical framework that Lake City developed to respond to an urgent policy need to determine a scooter-
investment network which would be developed with private investment from point-to-point scooter rental companies.  The general public was 
concerned that the scooter network could come at the cost of bus speeds, but generally supportive of separate scooter facilities.  Scooter riders 
didn’t want to be inconvenienced by having to ride too far out of their way to use the network, and the scooter companies wanted to make sure 
their investment was well-used and increased scooter traffic.  Timing was critical for this study: the investment was announced in September 2018 
with a vow to start construction by 2019. 
  
Lake City MPO has a state-of-the-art activity-based modeling system that it co-developed with Ocean City MPO, but since the time horizon for the 
investment was less than five years, it didn’t make sense to use a future model scenario.  Lake City’s traffic operations department has been 
collecting data on scooter, pedestrian, and automobile traffic for the past fifteen years, and the transit agency has ridership and transit operations 
data for each transit trip for the past ten years. 
  
Lake City MPO’s analysis team leveraged an existing open-source quick-response machine-learning magic black box (MBB) tool and added 
components to read and process the traffic operations data, base-year model trip chains.  The MBB inputs for transit and scooter speeds were 
adjusted using ranges from studies in Europe for transit and scooter speed changes as a result of scooter facility implementation and the pivot 
mode-choice model was also run using a range of probable coefficient values.  Lake City MPO analyzed 140 different variations of a scooter 
investment network, with each analysis taking only minutes.  The resulting probability-weighted decision-space for each KPI helped eliminate 130 
of the potential networks, leaving ten effective scooter investment networks that proceeded to engineering feasibility and more detailed cost 
estimation. 

Statement on Why Abstract is Noteworthy 

This work is notable because it provided an analytical framework that is consistent with existing data and responsive to small changes, but is 
relatively cheaper and more efficient to execute and troubleshoot than existing frameworks.  It provides a blueprint for similar-sized cities, but also 
demonstrates that the framework produces reasonable and actionable results for a quick-response study. 

Project is Complete 



 
 

Podium Presentation Abstract Example 2 

Abstract Title 

Integration of Parking Choice in Activity Based Model 

Topic 

Travel Demand Modeling: Validation, Application, and Analysis 

Abstract Background 

Parking supply and pricing are key policy considerations in many US cities, including Big Fort Egypt. While activity-based (AB) models 
have provided great improvements in simulating both geographic and socio-demographic details influencing travel choices, the 
treatment of parking has, in most cases, not been improved considerably over what is done in trip-based models. 

Description of Abstract 

This presentation describes the incorporation of parking choice at the destination end for all trips to destinations in Big Fort Egypt in 
the Greatly Widened Influence Zones (GWIZ) AB model system. The model uses a fairly complete inventory of parking supply, 
treating each off-street public parking lot or garage as a separate spatial alternative, and also treating metered and free on-street 
parking as alternatives at the spatial level of Census blocks (used as "microzones" in the GWIZ demand models). For each tour and 
trip to Big Fort Egypt, the choice of parking type and location is modeled, taking into account driving time to the parking location, 
walking time from the location to the destination, the price of parking, and capacity constraints. Parking prices are varied by both 
time of day and duration (e.g. "early bird" parking prices). Capacity constraints are also enforced by time of day and duration. The 
auto ownership model was also re-estimated to take into account the availability of off-street and on-street residential parking 
spaces within each Census block in the City of Big Fort Egypt. The presentation describes the data that is input to the model and how 
the model uses the data to simulate parking choice, and how the attractiveness and availability of parking feeds up into other travel 
choices that are simulated, including mode choice, destination choice, and time of day choice. It then describes the results of policy 
sensitivity tests run using the enhanced GWIZ AB model. 

Statement on Why Abstract is Noteworthy 

This work was notable as the first large scale parking supply and pricing model with true policy sensitivity.  The analysis of results 
demonstrated that the straightforward and actionable answer to all urban parking supply problems is forty two. 

Project is Incomplete by Spring 2019, Expected Milestones: 

 Parking model will be fully estimated by Dec. 2018. 

 Parking model calibrated and validated by April 2019 

 Sensitivity tests will be complete by May 2019 

 Application of parking model to various policy options will be underway by June 2019 

 

  



 
 

Guidelines for Workshop / Tutorial / Panel / Discussion / Other 

Description of Session 

 Propose an ENTIRE session of material – structure and content should be appropriate for 45 minutes or more. 
Specify the optimal length of time for your session. Proposal can include a series of sessions (e.g. software 
tutorial to be delivered in short chunks over multiple days) 

 These sessions should provide a break from the podium talks – specify how the audience will be engaged and 
interact with the speakers and each other (e.g. breakout discussion groups) 

 Be creative! Successful sessions from previous conferences (and would be welcome again) include:  

o Oxford-style debate 

o R / Python tutorials 

o Topical workshops with short presentations and breakout group discussions 

 Marketing presentations, software demos, or other sessions that emphasize selling over educating are not 
appropriate 

List of Proposed Participants 

 These can be specific people or categories (MPO planner; researcher, etc.) to be determined later – the committee 
can assist with identifying and recruiting participants. 

 Participants should represent a cross-section of our community (i.e., should not all be from a single agency or 
company) 

Target Audience 

 Describe the audience member who would benefit most from your session (manager, analyst, consultant, etc.) 

 What will the takeaways be for the audience?  

 Identify if there will be a follow-up / broader discussion based on this session. (e.g., thread on TFResource, 
supporting new research needs statement) 


